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.My as~1gnment tonight is to talk in the tradition of Heywood Broun, 
a tradition o'f 'concern for the poor, the weak, and the oppressed. What
ever I might sa.y is pallid by comparison with the contribution made by 
the reporter you bonor tonigbt, but it concerns the same subject. 

For crime is, if anything, an oppressor, and perhaps_ never before 
has i ts cruelty afflicted so many. with injury, co'st, tragedy, and fear. 

This toll is a problem of local j~iSdiction but of national ,ur~en~y. 
And as we learn more surely every day in tbe work of the President's 
National Crime COmmission, both the local and national tasks are enor
mously tangled and complex. 

Our difficulties begin with the very word. To the public, "crime" 
is an umbrella that covers every aspect of anti-social behavior. 

, The woman may be frail and 60, bll:t she embezzled ~ bundr'ed tho~a.nd 
dollars from the bank and that is crime. The youth may still be in, higb 
school, but he sto~e a car and that is' crime. The man may be gray and 
ragged, but he was drunk on the s'treet and that is crime. 

Whether we speak of a professional racketeer or an amateur shop
lift~r, a cheap prostitute or a million-dollar swindler, we label them 
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all uniformly, relegate concern about them to police exclusively, ant 

then forget all about them inevitably--all in the comforting ubiquit~ 

of the word "crime. II 


We talk of "crime. waves" as" ~erta.inly as though 'we"were measuring 

snowfalls and we discuss the "crime problem" as though it were as 

palpable as the parking problem. It is as though we lumped all medical 

problems under the single lable of "sickness"--without differentiation 

between colds and cancer--and having so labeled them, dismissed them. 


My point is not Simply semantic. Our indiscriminate use of the word 

"crime" symbolizes a fundamental problem of dealing with the real and in

creasing presence of crime in the nation. 


The oversimpl~fication which leads us to dism~ss s9 many forms of 

anti-social behavior with a single label reflects the same public in

difference and ignorance which have bred such remarkably obsolete atti 

tudes about crime and law enforcement. 


Indeed, in this age of'progress, there are few subjects toward which 

public attitudes are more obsolete. , What words do we associate with 

present-day police operations? 'Revolvers? Billy clubs? Handcuffs? What 

words would we have used a century ago? Revolvers, billy clubs, and hand
cuffs. ' 

There may be no other aspect of society to which we would make a 

similarly stagnant response. In communications, do we still talk of the 

wonder of the telegraph? In education, haven 1 t language....laboratories and 

New Math superseded the slate and the one-room 'schoolhouse? "Take even 

shoemak1ng;the local cobbler s~~c.ki:og to his last has been overtaken by

Corfam. " . , ' 

But, in law enforcement, perhaps the only intrusions of the 20th 

century which the public 'Understands--and" thus .s'upport's--are cars 'and 

radios. 'In peno'logy and' corrections, theremai'be even fewer modern 

advances understood and accepted. I would imagine that for most Ameri

, cans~ 'correcti6nsI!l~ans the s,arne thing it did a century ag6-~ja:il (and, 
very ~o'ssibly the~ '~ame jaiJ.)., 

Public indifference 'and ignorance, in short, exact'a price--and that 
P:r ice, ~s devoted law enforc~ent official$ everywhere a.ttest -" is the 

toler'ation of a system which is overburdened, :underpaid,· and O\1t of tiat,e. 


If we are truly concerned about the rising crime r~te; ,if we are 
honestly ~roub.'!-ed by the number of people whose, daily acti.vities are_ cur
tailed by"fe~ of crime; if we ca,nq.idly recogoize the .importance of 
sophisticated arid alert public atten.tion, then tq.,e starting point is' to 
generate that attention; .. 

, This is 'a.:need many reporters and newsEapel-'s re~ognize and act on. 

This very aUdience demonstrates the tenacity and willingness of the 

press to pursue it as a high responsibility. 




I come tonight, however, to share w~th yo~ tpe very strong f~eling 
I have ,developed" from:- our, work on' the Cr:tIne Commission--that coverage 
of ,crime, just like ..,the public 1 s attitude to crime ge~erally, i~ a ~ub- ' 
ject ripe for progress.. · .,. ;', 

.. ". t,

From my vantage point as a devoted readet of news:pa:p~is':~d magaz'ines, 
it is apparent that American journalism. has entered a ~~w. _gen~tation. 
Newspape;rs are broadening' their' s'cop'e almost daily., " ,'. 

From ridicule , interpretive reporting has come to a pl~~~ 9(.,,~onor. 
Educatio~ writers ,are now'so numerous and so expert, they lll~et, i:n th,eir' ~.' 
own association•. ,So do science l'lriters, a:p:peari~g: in a grOwiJ;lg' ~w.nber 
of pap~,r,~ •. " . ,., ' 

Television and movie reviewing in newspapers has' gone from pasting 
of handouts to a highly valued craft. 'Political reporting, ~ong a 'major 
con~ern; is :becoming more sophisticate·darid':m6resi~ificarl;t. bY,,:the day., 
Ind~ed, tq judge by a 'recent article in Esquire" e~en obit.uary wri~ing , 
has, risen to a"level of expertise and respect. 

Such growth and development appear to be f+owering on almost every 
newspaper, in almost every- area' of :publiC concern" ,a.ndon eve,ry beat; 
except one: the police beat'. ' " 

, , 

On the average newspaper today, who covers the police beat? I do 
not know and can find no studies to say. But I would strongly suspect 
that ina, number of cases it is the greenest-rookie on the staff" lack
ing training in his 'own profession let albne that of the policemen; 
lawyers, and judges he, covers.. ' 

Other than common sense" he has no standard for knowing whether they 
are performillg ,ably, ,or ,corruptly. 

Oft~n, he is little more than a typist, learning the difference 
between a m'isdemeanorand a felony on company time. " 

He has no basis for analYzing crime statistics: for example, does 
an increase mean that there are more criminals, and that pol~ce ,are. 
laggard? Or, on the contrary, does it mean ,that the police are in fact 
efficient ,and are ferreting out mor,-: criminals? ," , 

And even if the reporter is not a cub; even if he is a knowledgeable 

veteran, how does his newspaper regard him? From my limited observation, 

the police beat is thought of as a necessary evil. The police reporter

is thought of not as an expert craftsman~ but 'as a colorful fellow who 
talks in underworld slang- ',and fixes parking t'~'~kets for the staff. \ .' 

" .. ' 

And, his stories are regarded ~ither as filler or as an occasional 
gesture with which to patronize what is tho~ght to 'be the public's 
taste for sensation. 
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On the basis of our work at the Crime C.ommission, I would suggest 
to you that attitudes like thes~--and t~e !.e.sultlng .,absence of experi
enced, s~nsitive', and informed reporting on. l!2.~:.enf<?rcement matters may 
be a bas ic obstacle to reforms so widely and:.... 'brltic.a++y required in our 
system of criminal justice. . 

The public¥-and the need to curtail and' 9pntrol rising crime-
suffer from this absence in two ways. 

The first is because of the kind of crime news that often is .pub
lished. This is. the Itmad dog sex killer u kind of story. Typically, i.t 
involve~ reporting of particularly sensational crimes in encyclopedic 
detail. Its aim often is to shock. Should there happen to be two or 
three such crimes in a week, behold: a crime wave. 

There may be some immediate harm as a result because of the fears 
needlessly farmed. But the more las.tirig damage stems from the fact that 
the public is able to respond only to so "many cries of wolf concerning 
law ,enforcement. 

I wonder how many "crime waves It most of -us survived before we beaan 
to think of them as a. kind of periodic newspaper feature like "Lucky 
Bucks II or the first baby of the new year. Our capacity to respond to 
the real and separable problems of crime is diluted by stimulated demands 
to worry about individual crimes. 

That is the first level of ioss to the' public. I am even more 
troubled by the second' 1evel--the loss that occurs because of what is 
not published. 

There is much in our system of criminal justice which calls out for 
modernization, for fresh analysis, and for reform. For examp1~, consider 
the way drunks are handled In police courts in many jurisdictions. They 
are herded in every morning after a night in the tank and if their cases 
are not heard en masse, they are paraded past the judge, one a minute, to 
the tattoo of "guilty, 15 days;H uguilty, 15 days;" "guilty, 15 days.1t 

Then consider the response of a young reporter, sent to the police 
station on his first beat.. This kind of assembly-line justice may not 
seem like justice at all to him, but he has no other .standard. He con
cludes this is the way 'the system has to be. He swallows what might be 
outrage. And he writes no story. 

Even in areas of the law enforcement system where reform is already 
going on, it is, in large measure, unreported.. An example we are closely 
familiar with is bail. For decades, we accepted the premise that posting 
money bail was the only safe way to insure that a defendant would show up 
for trial ifne were released after arrest. 

But now there is abundant' evidence to show that we have made thousands 
of poor defendants--as unlikely to skip town as you or I--stay in jail for 



.' ~ '.,'" : 

weeks anc;i mon~l.ls .. ,pending ,trial sOlely~:b~ce.use 'they didn't have the $50 , 
or $250 ba~~ ~qn~Y't ' " ' , " 

~ " 

Publfc., and 'private e1;fort:s have ,now generated ba:i1, r~o~m prCtjects 
in ,some 90 cities. But could not police reporters, as well-trained as 
their colleagues who cover education or medicine or,busin~s$, have 
speeded that ,process? "And cotild they not impel similar proj~cts in ~ 
city? ' . , " ' 

By contrast, I think of the series publisbed l~st week,!n tbe 
Washington Post about criminal coul'ts here, a series which" iLaid bare the 
public' indifference' a'1d i.gnorance.that has forc~d j~dges ... ,·lawyers: and' , 
police tb'wo~k with a system'so inadequate that it makes,aseemb!y-line 
justice virtuallY inevitable. 

The fer.Qlen,t that can be aroused by articles like these ,could well 
result 1n the spirit of ~eform which only'ar~ exercised and ',inforiaed 
public can impel. And'it is that spirit, more than any specific'reform, 
which is necessary and Which cannot 'came alone from the President, or ' 
his Crime Commission. The press' is an essentis.l ally. 

By now it must be plain that ~~'purpose is not to .impugn pollce re
porters. The issue is not the reporters; it is the will of the American 
press to give the same kind of devoted, sophisticated, and intelligent 
attention to problems of crime and police that it has shown itself 
capable of in other areas of coverage. 

For every newspaper like the Baltimore Sun, sending Richard Levine 
t~ probe deeply into'the failings of the Baltimore' police for the Sun, 
how many newspapers content the~elves with a flow of items ab6ut'traffic 
accidents' 'and sare burglaries? 

For every nevTspaper like the Washington Star, which seeks to explore 
the corrosive impact of organized crime, how many content themselves with 
announcing that every gangla.nd murder victim was a police informer? 

For everJ Life magazine article about the human &Jd social impact 
of narcotics, how many publications are there which content themselves 
with printing the inevitably inflated valuations of narcotics seized in 
the latest local raid? 

In short, newspapers across the country. which have sought out ex
~ert reporters to cover science, or urban affairs, or law, can do as much 
to cover ,the ohortcomings and the significance of' developments ~n law 
enforcement. 

Some newspapers who wish to offer intelligent coverage of the Supreme 
Court send reporters off to law school for a year. Their wisdom is clear 
from the enhanced quality of their court coverage. Yet, in many cities, 
what happens at the local police station is at least as important to . 
newspaper readers. Providing some level of training for police reporters 
might be at least as good an investment. ' 
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Th±~ may be a subject for ipe concern of more than ,:i-n4'i:vi4ual~>" 

editors" Indeed, it is not hard to conceive of syst,ematic 'train:i:ng,:for, 

reporters who will cover crime and law enforcement, perhaps at regUlar 

national:' 9f regional ,institutes, or in existing law schools, journ'alism 

schoo1:s ,",or extension centers", 


This is hardly a revolutionary thought in other fields. Business, ", 
labor unions, even other aspects of journalism acknowledge and capitalize 
on institutes and advanced training. 

HOw much might newspapers benefit from having police reporters spend, 
say, a month learnirig the elements of cr1IDinal law, a month learning abo:ut 
police methods and teChnology, and a mont~ on 'criminology, psychology and 
other related topics? 

Indeed, such an undertaking might well be one in whi~h the Guild 
could D~ ~n the forefront. The aims of Heywood Broun and the others who 
forged this organization were not limited to economic interest. Your 
constitution declares that it is your pu,rpose, equally, lito rais-e the 
standards of journalism and, ethics of the industry." 

By ,app,lying this credo to the all-~oo-humble police beat, your pro
f'e&?~ion can, 'as well, wisely serye an' urgent public need. 

It was t~irty-slx year~ ago that Heywood ,Broun wrote: 

"News must be a deeper and more significant thing than a mere recital 
of names l addresses, and the doctor's diagnosis. Causes, however.far be
neath the surfa.ce they lie, are distin:ctly ~ithin the pr,ovince of journal
lsm~, ',That is, if journalism is to be a kingdom and not a little parish." 
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